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AN ANALYSIS OF THE STABILITY OF AN AIRPLANE WITH FREE CONTROLS
By ROBERTT. JONIISand DoRm COHEN
SUMMARY
An investigation is made oj the conditions exsential to
the stability of an. airplam with free control ewrfa.m.
Calculations are based on typ”cal airplane churacteridce
with certain factor8 txmied to corer a range of current
designs. Stability chart8are included to show the limding
rulues of the aerodynamic hinge moments and the we@ht
hinge momenti of the control eurja~s jor variomspositiow
of the center of gratity of the airplane and for control
systems with variowamoments of inertia. The eJect8 of
redum”ngthe chord and of eliminating thejloating tendency
of the &ace, of chunging the wing loading, and of
decreasing the radius of gyration of the airplane are also
indicated. An investigation h& also been made of the
ndure of the motion of the airplane with controhfiee and
of the modes of in&bility that may occur.
Stability m“th tib tcntrole free generally depends more
cn”ticallyon the design of the control system thun on the
81aMity churacterietice of the airplane. In particular,
too great a weight moment, combined with a high ckgreeof
aerodynamic balance, may cawe undamped 08ciUutiona.
Regardless of the weight moment, it appear8 d@cult to
secure stability when the aerodynamic balance exceeck76
percent of the hinge moment.
INTRODUCTION
During recent investigations by the NAC?A of
the flying qualities. of several airpkmes of dtierent
types, a tendency toward longitudinal instability was
noted that involved pitching of the airplane reinforced
by movements of the elevator. In other flight teats,
lateral instability accompanied by oscillations of the
rudder or of the ailerons has been noticed. The
oscillations observed were rapid enough to be influenced
by the inertia of the oontrol surfaces but were not
believed to be sufficiently rapid to involve the elasticity
of the structure. The problem is thus concerned with
motions intermediate between flutter and movements
of the airplane aa a rigid body.
It was thought that a theoretical analysis of the
stability of an airplane with the controls free might
shed some Iight on the oause of tke undesirable
motions and might indicate how they couId be avoided
in design. Of the previous publications on the subject,
the most detailed is that of E. Bartach on Iateral
motions of an airpkme with free rudder and ailerons
(reference 1). In order to make specific recmmnenda-’
tiona applicable to modern design, a study of stability
more complete and detailed than any available was
undertaken. Calculations were made covering both
longitudinal and IataraI motions and the eIevator-free,
,..-
the rudder-free, and the aileron-free conditions. The
computations were based on a set of typical airplane
characteristics, except for parameters introduced to
cover such variations in control-surface design as seem
most Iikely to atlect stability. The resdta that might
be expected under corresponding conditions in airplanes
with different over-all mass characteristics have also
been indicated.
SYMBOLS AND COEFFICIENTS
The follovriug symbols are used in addition to those
detlned in the report covers. (See figs. 1 and 2.)
The subscript c refers to a control-surface character-
istic and is repIaced in the various sections of the
report by e for elevator, r for rudder, and a for ailerons;
the subscript s refera to the control stick or wheel
mechanism.
A length equal to one-half the mean wing chord is
used as the fundamental unit of Iength in order to obtain
the results in a form applicable to geometrically simdar
airplanes of any size or loading. Convetion to this
system ia made by dividing all lengths measured in
ordinary units by the Iength of the half-wing chord.
Quantities entering into nondimensional expressions do
not, of course, require such conversion.
steady-f7ight speed
angle of sidealip
radius of gyration of control mechrmism about
control-surface hinge axis
moment arm of center of gravity of control
system about hinge axis, positive when center
of gravity is behind hinge
distance from center of gravity of aiIcron to pIane
of symmetry
aspect ratio
tafl length of airplane
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x.,,. projection on X axis of cMarice between
center of gravity of airpIane and its aero-
dynamic center (with controIs fixed)
m
~ .— airplano density ratio
8;C
me
——control-surface density ratio
“- se+,
& aileron weighhmoment parameter. (See
equation (14).)
H control-surface hinge moment
~ control gearing ratio
HG’,=- ,-, ., . .. . . .,
S$ U02C,
.s = Ud &stance along flight path
dw (IJ
“ “etc”~”x’3’ ‘tC””/
.. ..8,6, etc.= $$ ~, etc. .
D =$ diBerential operator
STABILITY WITH ELEVATOR FREE
Pitching motions suflicientiy rapid to be affected
by the inertia of the elevatm.ccmtrol probabIy wiIl not
involve sensible changes in the forward speed of the
airplane. Accelerations of the airplane along the flight
path wilI therefore be negIected. The rapidity of the
oscillations makes it advisable, on the other hand, to
include certain aerodynamic effects not retained. in. the
equations of motion in their usual form. In addition
to the moments developed in r&ponee ‘to the
~z~
displace-
---16,M --W,z
FIQVEEI.-Notationforlco@ndlndmotlonr!.
ments of the tail surfaceB, momenta due to angular
velocities of these surfaces am also considered. l’hw,
the pitching moment due to anguk velocity of the
elevator about its hinge bM/b& the pitching moment
due to the aerodynamic inertia of the surfaces bhijbti,
and the aerodynamic damping of the elevator MZlbh will
be included in the present analysis. Secondary factors
entering into the equations, such as the
/
vortiial acceler-
.
Frmnm 2—A’otatfon for latardmotfons.
ation at the center of gravity due to the lift of the
horizontal taiI, are neglected. The equations of motion
take the following form:
?)? (w- uLe)— WE ==0I
If the following substitutions are made “
m, ~
Pa=—
s+.
W=CYUO
O-=
md the stability derivatives are replaced by the
@vaIent coefiientsj equations (1’) are reduced to the
following nondimensional form:
. .
.
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(+)”+” =0I
– (C.D#+C.=)a+ @.’D– C.JDO
– (12.D,D+C.,)6 = (J (2)
It is to be noted that, with the exception of the inde-
pendent variable s, equations (2) involve no quantities
dependent on the steady-flight epeed. Motions plott+d
agaiust the distance s are therefore applicable to any
initial flight condition within the unstalled range.
The equations of motion are based on the assumption
of a constant forward velocity and therefore do not
show the possibility of a phugoid oscillation of in-
creasing amplitude or the possibility of a certain type
df S1O.Wdivergence from the steady-flight attitude.
Experience has shown that the unstable phugoid motion
is not LikeIy to cause trouble under ordhmry operating
conditions because its period is of the order of 2500
chord lengths; the oscillations of interest in control-free
stability have periods of the order of 50 chord kmgths.
The slow divergence corresponds simpIy to a low of
static stability when the control is free. Static stability
with the eleyator free is assured if the following con-
dition is fulfll~ed:
Ch$cmu>cm$cha (3)
In this paper the divergence treat.cd is of a. more rapid
type.
Beoause the pitching that enters into the equations of
motion was expected to be quite rapid, it was thought
that the Iag in the effect of the tig wake at the td
would be “an important factor. Under steady condi-
tions, the wing wake diminishes the reIative angIe of
attack at the tail to about one-half. After a sudden
change of angle, how-ever, the tail will at first receive a
strong upwaeh due to vortices shed by the -wing in
consequence of its additiomd circulation. The result
is a rather complex transient variation of the vertical
velocity. This variation affects both the lift of the
horizontal tail and the floating moment of the elevator.
The possible effeot of the transient-flow phenomenon
at the tail was estimated by making several calculations
in which a simple fixed lag in the action of the downwash
was assumed, expressed by setting 1
A comparison of the resulting motions tith corre-
sponding results obtained -when the Iag function was
I FortheuseOfthe operator rlD to show the allkct of In& sea nfezenca & WIW 26.
Sub9aquent Investigation (rakance a) has shonm the rampkx tranNent tied to be
more nearIY approxlmatadby the operator -(i~ D.
entirely omitted showed that the lag, although having
a noticeable effect on certain st.abIe modes of oscillation,
caused only a small change in the slower type of oscilla-
tion ,in which instability oocurs fit. Revision of the
computations to include a more accurate representation
of the lag was therefore considered not worth whiIe ~d ~ _______
all calculations ww allowed to stand with ~~-~~ as
the lag operator. In order to mmbine this operator
with other terms of the equations, the expreraion was
expanded into ti power series in D.
The stability of the motions is indicated by the nature -.
of the roots of the characteristic equation, which is
obtained from equations (2) by setting the determinant
formed from the coefficients equaI to zero. If n?,
rather than 6, is considered one of the variables, this
equation is
=0 (6)
The equation is thus a quartic, and terms introduced
by the expansion of C.=(D) and CA=(D) that would
increase its degree were discarded because the roots are
always small and higher powers are negligible in value.
The roots of the stability equation were found for
3everal typical cases. Apparently, in the usual case the
motion is oscillatory and of two fairly distinct modes.
One of the modes of oscillation, although more rapid
than the modes encountered with the controIs fixed, is
nevertheless slow enough (with a period of the order of
60 chord lengths) to involve coupling and reinforcing
movements of the airgdane. The damping is conse-
quently Iight, and instability will occur first in thkslower
mode. R isundoubtedly this mode that has been ob-
wrved in flight in the cases mentioned in the introduc-
tion. The sicond mode is much more rapid but heavily
ilarnped. The short period (about 15 chord lengths)
mggests that the motion is assent,iaIIy limited to a
flapping of the elevator and may become unstable only -
w flutter invoIving elastic deformations of the structure,
It was expected that variations in the aerodynamic
hinge-moment slope CaJ, the mass-moment coefficient
zZ6, the moment-of-inertia coefficient p,k,2, and the
static stability coefEcient Cna w-odd be most important
born the designer’s point of view. These quantities
ivere therefore retained in the equations as parameters,
md numerical vahuss were substituted for the remaining
]uantities. Limiting conditions for stability are then
n the form of relations connecting the four variables.
Of the conditions for stabiliw, only two were found
n be effective within the practicaI range of the param-
?ters . IA boundary beyond which straight divergence
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occurs is obtained by setting the constant term of the
stability equation
/.l(C&’.a- Cmacha) +~[chac?n~e – cm8(chD6+@#)l (7)
equal to zero. This expression is independent of the
elevator moment of inertia. The second boundary is
the limit for oscillatory stabiIity and is obtained by
applying Routh’s discriminant to the stability quartic.
This boundary was found to shift only a negligible
amount with a large change in the static-stability co-
efficient C.a and was therefore considered to be inde-
pendent of C~a. PartiaI elimination of the parameters
in this way made possibIe the presentation of the results
in a Si.mplfied form.
The computations of figure 3 were based on the char-
acteristics of generally used types of balance and on a set
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FIGURES.—Elevator-free stabfllty regfons. fMement~ord eIevaton P, 4$ kr, 1.TL
of typicaI airplane characteristics. (See table 1 of the
appendix.) The effect of variation of the moment of
inertia was subsequently investigated. Figure 4 covers
the case of an airphme with the radius of gyration re-
duced to make the moment of inertia haIf the average
assumed for 6gure 3. An investigation was also made of
the stability of a more heavily Ioaded airplane by dou-
bIing the density factor ~ and comparing (fig. 5) a repre-
sentative stabiIity boundary (in terms of ~,k,2 and ~~,)
with the corresponding curve for the conditions of
figure 3. The particular variations chosen were con-
sidered representative of the trenda in modern airphme
design.
Of the over-alI characteristics of an airplane, the
radius of gyration seems most JikeIy to affect its
stability. The results show that am airplane with a
smaI] radius of gyration wiIl not permit so wide a range
of the elevator design parameters as wiH the assumed
average airplane. Its greater responsiveness to elevator
deflection will cause it h reinforce more readily the
movements of the elevator leading to oaciUatory in-
stability. The boundary for diver&mce (equatiol~ (7))
is indepencIent of variations in the radius of gyration.
As shown in figure 5, the relative density or loading
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FIGURE4.—J3]evator-free etnbfllty. Regions for redu~ afrpfanc moment of [nertla.
lW~contdmrd elevator;~, 4& ky, 1.27.
of the airplane is not a critical factor, which may be
attributed to the fact that the normal reIation between
the Iift-curve slope and the Ioading is such that the
airplane is effectively constrained against relative
motions normal to the wing surface, Differcmccs in the
.440ss-Irra7a7 f puramefer, pe 5S
FIGUB6 6.—EIevaLor-frea smb!llty. Effect of Increaafng denafty factor. Ch,,
z.,,., 0.12; kr’,1.79,
degree of this constraint, as caused by ordinary varia-
tions in either CL. or ~, are unimportant.
In general, it-may be concluded that the design of
the elevator itseIf is of critical importance in obtaining
control-free stability. A large mass moment or moment
of inertia of the controI surface is seen to be unfavorable
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to stability. Of primary concern, however, is the ad-
verse effect of aerod~amic bakmce, especially because
it is found necessary to resort to a high degree of balance
with many modern airplanes.
Aerodynamic boknce ureu, percen +
FIOCEE 6.—Typical variatton of CA* and CA=IVMIaerodynamic Lmlancearea for small
&tlection9 (fromreference 4).
Mgure 6 (taken from data of reference 4) shows typical
hing~moment-coefficient curves for a control flap having
the inset-hinge type of balance used in most modern
control systems. In these experiments, the binge mo-
ment due to a unit change in the angle of attack
Fmrm 7.–E3evabr4ree stabllfty. Regfons for nontbxdng elevator. Wwrwnt-
ehord ele.vato~ P, 46 kr, 1.W.
remained practically constant as the balance area was
increased, This form of balanm thus wouId not protide
compensation for the floating moment ohe in the same
proportion as for the redcring moment Chg and, as the
degree of balance was increased, the equilibrium floating
angka would become increasingly large, so that there
would be greater danger of stdic instability with controls
free, as show-n in equation (3). The same considerations
apply to the baIanc.ing tab.
On the other hand, it shodd be possible to com-
pensate for the floating pressure in the same or, perhaps,
in a greater proportion than the proportion of reduc-
tion of the restoring moment. Thus, with a horn type
of baIance, “for example, the equilibrium floating angles
may be held constant or may emm be reduced, which
results in greater static stability.z A comparison of
fig~e 3 (Ch=ti,l=
–0.24) with iigure 7 (Ck=,a,,=O) shows
that decreasing the floating moment aIso decreases the
I.ikehhood of rapid divergence. The boundary for
oscillatory stability is hardly influenced by this factor.
The computations for either type of balance apply
to an eIevator operated by a servo tab, provided that
MUSS-momen+ pmvmefer, p= ~
FIGUiWt8.—Elevator-free stnblllty. Regime for reduced eIewtor chord. 25-pscent-
chord elevator p, 45; kr, 1.79.
the tab rem+ne tied relative to the elevator during the
millations. Thus, as far w stability is concerned,
3ervo operation with controls fixed corresponds to the
mdinary control-free condition. The stability with
both elevator and servo tab free is not covered in the
present study.
Euture designs will probably show a trend toward
narrower control surfaces, -whether balanced or not,
because the basic hinge momcmts can be markedly
reduced with a small 10S of effectiveness. If the chord
of the elevator is reduced from 50 percent to 25 percent
of that of the horizontal tail surface, its effective.ne.ss is
reduced by only 30 percent; whereas, the basic hinge
moment is divided by 4.
Fia~re 8 shows the regions of stability with a reduced
~Anothsr advantage C4the horn tyca d Mrmca fs that tha bfnge gap may h
dad. The snbkct of horn baIanees 1sdM_raA furthez by EtemPhUl Loreference 5.
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elevator chord, The differences b.etwe.en. these regions
and those of figure 3 are principality due ta changes in
the coeftlcients bC,lba, W@D& and M?m/bDa. AS
previously noted, the control moment (proportional to
il%ibfi) is reduced by only 311percent. In the inter-
pretation of this figure, it should be borne in mind that
the ratios Z, and k, would naturally be smaller for the
narrower eIevator. If account were taken of this scale
factor, the region of stability would appear much wider
than the region for the 50-percent elevator.
An effective method of obtaining greater stability in
the controI-surface motions is the introduction of
additional damping into the system. If the responsive-
ness of the control mu-face is reduced, a considerably
larger degree of aerodynamic balance may be used
(fig. 9). The permissible mass unbalance is also
increased, although to a Iesser extent. The results
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FIGUBE 9.—Elevator4ree stability r@ma Effwt of additional damping in the
control syetem. .9@xwmkhord elev~fq A 46; kr, 1.79.
shown are for a comparatively small amount of damping
(ACh.$–— 1.0), which corresponds, for a rate of
deflection of 20° per mcond, .t.o the force required of
the pilot to maintain 1° of elevator deflection.
STABILITY WITH RUDDER FREE
Because the lateral motions invoIve two contiols and
five degrem of freedom, the analysis is more complex
than for the longitudinal motion, which has one control
and three degrees of freedom. F.ortunateIy, the
rudder and the ailerons exert. their principal influencw
on different modes and only a slight loss in accuracy is
incurred if each mode is treated sepamtely.
Oscillation of the rudder control will be primarily
influenced by coupling with the yawing oscillations of
the airpIane. The small rolling oscillations simul-
taneously induced will generate neither very strong
yawing moments nor very strong rudder hinge moments;
hence, the rolling degree of freedom will be neglected
in tha..examination of Wdder-free stability. This
assumption, which has been checked. quantitatively by
Bartsch (reference 1), reduces the simultaneous equa-
\ions of motion to the following form:
=0
=0
(8)
If substitutions corresponding to those introduced in
ihe eIevator calculations are made, the equations are
‘educed to the following nondimensional form:
, A. ,
=0
- @,z,~+ch#) P+[M?+W)ZJ- (chD#+l&)]D#
+ + ti,k?D’– C~n8D–C,J6 =0 I..!
,.
The stability equation is
‘ cyp
–&.+T # o
,ukz2D ~
%.fl ~- nD# – (C=D,D+ 6=;)
~—
@:fi+~hj /dk?+W)D
/@,2D2 ““-
– (ch~~+#/%) –C@-C~,
=0 (1
Thiuquation is closely analogous twequation (6) for
ongitu@ml motion, The corresponding cocflkients
lave similar values with the exception of-Cy~, which is
nuch smaller than the corresponding term CL=because
he normal force that is developed by the wing in
}itching is absent in the lateraI motions.
Thaoots of the stabiIity equation agfiin indicate two
nodes of motion. Thus, in a typical case, the roots
re -0.008 +0,035i and —0.25 &O.28i... In this in-
tance, the modes are both oscillatory. The first
iair of roots indicates a Iightly damped oscillation 01 ___
uch a frequency (periodS90 chord lengths) as to invoIve
ensible. coupling between the yawing of the air@nc
nd the swinging of the rudder. The second mode is of
rmch higher frequency and undoubtedly represents the
,atural oscillation of the rudder with the airplahe qcting .
s a practically rigid support. lThen the restoring
aoment CAa is reduced, the second mode becomes
periodic and eventually divergent as the motion bc-
omes’.less rapid. Oscillatory ins~ability appears first
I the alower mode, as in the case of the elevator.
Ikge 115, Figures 10 to 13: AH values of C.. given in figures 10
page 116: In
through 13 should he reduced by d~viding by 6; that-is,
the values on the curves should read
2 P=102’ “064’ad .026 instead of .612, .384, and .1s .
the second e,guation of the two bracketed as (12), the sign
of the thirii term should be changed from minus to plus; thus
the equation should read)
%ges U6-and 117’: I?igure 14,
+ . . l
containing the aileron-free stability
boundaries, has been found to be incorrect and
should not %e used. The parsgraph referring to
this figure, beginning at the bottom of page 116
and continuing through equation (15) on page 117,
is therefore also in error. The correct boundaries
for oscillatory stability with eilerons free are
given in a new figure 14 winich has baen inserted
in this copy of the Annuel Re--ort. ghe boundary
for divergence is tkt giventiy eqyation (16).
Statement 3 under ‘Concluding l?emarks,tt page 117,
no longer applies to ailerons.
I I I I \l I I I I
9
8’
I
1
:“
I
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c ,P. The greater the value of C.E, the less is the
allowabIe mass moment with any given amount of
aerodynamic balance. On the other hand, if the
mass moment is small enough to insure damping of
the oscillations, a larger value of Cnflwill increase the
aerodynamic balance that may be introduced without
causing divergence. The radius of gyration of the
airplane is of considerable importance, shifting the
boundary for oscillatory stabiIity so as very nearly to
double the stabIe region when the moment of inertia is
doubled. (See fig, 10,)
Instability with the fidder free is MwIy to occur in
the form of a divergence. The criterion is practically
the same as the condition for weathercock stability
with the controI free, which is
ch&q-~h#’ii& o (11)
This criterion is independent of the moments of inertia
of the airplane and of the control surface. The greatket
-.3
$’ ]’ ~
,. I I t I I I t I I Ill
.2 I ‘%’ ‘-”” ‘“
. m---
.$ —
.. t -1[6.20.
gain in this margin of stability is obtained by increasing
C.P ~d r~uc~g tie floating tmdcmcy o~flof the rudder.
Reducing the chord of the rudder decreases both chfl
~d C., ~d hence considerably widens the margin of
stability. (See fig. 12.) Complete ehrnination of ch~
by the use of a nonfloating type of balance eliminates the
likelihood of divergence within the normal range of
weight distribution (fig. 13). Such a gain, however,
would be achieved only by sacrificing some margin of
oscillatory stability.
The lateral oscillations of an airplane with controls
fixed are known to be influenced by coupling between
the rolling and the yawing motions. These oscillations
tend to become undamped when the weathercock
stabiIity Cw approaches zero. l’reeing the rudder
control diminishes CiZPand may thus lead to this type
of oscillatory instability, The condition for zero
weathercock stability is approximately that for straight
diverg~gce in the control-free condition (equation (11))
and the boundaries for divergence (figs. 10 to 13) can
therefore be interpreted @so as boundati- for stability
of the slow Iateral oscillation, when the airplane is free
to roll. The absence in the criterion of terms involving
the mass of the rudder may be expkined by the fact
that, as the limit of stability is approached, the oscillat-
ion becomes very slow and the yawingcomponcmt tends
to disappear.
ST~BILITY ‘RUTHAILERONS FREE
The stability of an airplane with the ailerons free is ‘
examined by inchding in the equations the interaction
betwea rolling motions of the airplane and movements
of the ailerons. Small simultaneous yawing and side-
slipping motions wilI aIso occur but, because their
reactions on the rolling and the hinge moments are
small, they may be neglected. The reswM.ug equations
or, in nondim&&onal form,
In the aileron control, a part of the mechanism
normally rotates about an axis at right angles to the
aikron hinge axis. As a result, a part of tho aileron
torque produced by angular acceleration of the air-
plane is proportional to the product of inertia of the
aileron itself and another part is proportional to the
moment of inertia of the control stick or vdlecll Both
quantities are included in the parameter g. Thus: .
nIoYZ+qm8k82
C=y. (14)
s+
where the subscript s refem to the control stick and v
is a constant inserted to take account of any difIercnce
of gea~g between the controI and the aileron.
The calculations, based on values of the derivatives
given in the appendix, cover two aileron widths: 15
percent and 30 percent of the wing chord. In both
cases, the ailerons were assumed to cover 50 percent
of the wing samispan.
Variations in the floating tendency of tho aileron
were also considered but were found to hav6 little effect
on the stability. The results given may therefore be
applied to any of the existing types of balance that
give smooth hinge-moment curves.a
~The boundaries for stability in the two possibI~
modes are presented in figure 1A Instability appea~ 1
~Certain e.llerona0[ the Frise type that show a revemal of the Mnge-mornent slops
may develop uncontrollable omillatlona of fixed amplitude. Th!a condition la db
ona&d h relerence 6.
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in the form of increasing oscillations and is most IikeIy
to occur when the ailerons have a high degree of aero-
dynamic balance and too great a mass moment or
moment of inertia. As the moment of inertia decreases,
the boundary for undamped oscillations approaches
that for straight divergence (which is itself independent
of the moment of inertia); and it becomes possible for
both types of instability to exist simultaneously. The
condition to prevent straight divergence,
j
is, however, always satisfied when there is damping of
‘. the-oscillations.
Straight divergence, as encountered in the elevator-
free and the rudder-free conditions, is indicated when
the constant term of the stability equation is negative,
that is, when
(16)
This condition is not likely to occur unless the aero-
dynamic balance is nearIy compIete.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Experience has shown that, before the actual limit
of stability is reached, the airphmm undergoes oscilla-
tions which, although damped, are still persistent
enough to be undesirable. The boundaries given in
the stability charts are therefore of value chiefly as
indications of the efkct of certain design factors; they
are useful quantitatively only as outside Iimits, not to
be approached too CIOSSIY. Further experiments will
be necessary to determine the margin of stability re-
quired for smooth operation in gusty air.
On the other hand, the charts are to a certain extent
conservative because they do not take into account the
possibility of friction of the control system, a factor
that would widen the margin of stability.
The indications of the presvmt study may be sum-
marized as follows:
1. There is a Iimit to the effectiveness of the aero-
dynmnic balance that may be safely empIoyed with
any conventional control system. k most case5, it
appears dit%cult to secure stability with the hinge
moment reduced to I= than 25 percent of its value
for the unbalanced surface.
2. Reduction of the floating moment Gh, if it can
be brought about independently of a reduction of the
aerodynamic baltmce, causes a shift of the boundary
for divergence. (Cf. figs. 3 and 7 and figs. 12 and 13.)
The effect is pmticuhrly noticeable in the case of the
rudder, where the likelihood of this form of instability
is materially decreased.
3. Within the usual range of ,characteristics, the
elevator an&t&ad— - wmr-controls~~ more susceptible
to oscillatory instability than to the rapid form of
divergent instability. The stabiIity with &ther=-of ~~;-s
ties controu free maybe improved by (a) using a Iass
effective aerodynamic balance, (h) decreasing the mass
moment and the moment of inertia of the ccmtrol, or
(c) using a controI surface of narrow chord.
4. Divergence is a more likely form of instability for
the rudder control (figs. 10 and 11) and maybe avoided -—
by reducing the effectivmess of the aerodynamic bril-
ance or, as has been suggested, by using a balance that
reduces the floating tendency of the rudder, aIthough a
highly effective balance of a type that reduces the
floating tendency may result in oscillatory instability.
5. The oscillatory stability of the eIevator-free
system is but Iittle aflected by the restoring moment of
the airplane in pitch (O.=). In the case of the yawing
motions, however, the existence of a strong restoring
moment (OaP) increases the likelihood of osdatory
instability. (See, for example, fig. 10.)
6. In alI cases, an increase in the reIative radius of
gyration of the airpkme results in an increased range of
stabiIit y (cf. figs. 3 and 4; see ako fig. 10), but changes
in weight without corresponding changes in the rotary
inertia have little effect. (See fig. 5.)
7. The use of a narrow control surface is recom-
mended as a means of incretig the control-free
stability as wdl as from other considerations. The
marked efl’ect of reducing the chord is shown by a
comparison of figure 8 with figure 3 and of figure 12
with figure 10.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
IVATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY l?IELD, ?’A., August 16, 1944?.
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APPENDIX
STABILITYDERIVATIVES
The geometric and the aerodynamic characteristics
used in the stability cakdatione are given in tables I
to Iv. -
TABIJI I.—GENERAL AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS
Tfdlength 27!
Wng chord--------------------"------------'--"------'-------"-"--"---'-
Horizontal-tail mea-. ~--- .-. j-------_ -----__ -----------_ j ------------------ .~
Wingarea
Vertical-talI ares\ ~ mea -.-. -... - . . . . . . ..=-.. -.- . . ..-_--. - . . ..----. ear.----=------ .- l-J.
Horizontal-tail chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------- ,.=--- . . .. -.--— ~----.--- ------- . m
‘Wing chard
Vertical-Ml tired----------r ------- ----------------- .=
Wing chord
. .
Aileron chord.— ----- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -.-—.. -------------- --.----- .---,-... .16
Wing ehorf
Aileron span
.m
Wing serniapan '---" ------- '-----"-----------"' ------------------------------
WIDEaapeot mtfo --------------------------------------------------- 6
HorfzonW1-tafl aspect ratio -------------- — ------------------------------ 6.76
Vertfcal-tail acpect ratio.. ------------------------------------ 8.09
TABLM 11.—ELEVATOR-IREE STABILITY o
COEFFICIENTS
CL=------------
c aD1. -----------
c.
c.::;: ; :-::
c ‘Da. . . . . . . . . . . .
c -!-------------
c’. m-...---.----
f3hD,---------.---
%1_______
ckauf, ------
..&a
-9. B
4.8((L 166+ . ...)
nim
–L W
-.900
-.67
-1.00
–L 88
-0.24 and o
48
–9. 20
4 8(0. 126-Za-.,.)
-L IX
-L 460
-.072
-. 23
-. 60
-.406
-.075
TABLM111.—RUDDER-FREE STABILITY COEFFICIENTS
1 .“”’“
,.=-...
ri%%ter ch~r%%r
crfl---------
.-0.274 -0.274
CUD+----- == –.682
Cm$--------- –. 0m7 -.0697
c.
D1.., ----- –. Ow
CAWS-. ------
–. 0176
-.* –. m
cA6----------
Ci ‘
.L22 .076
D ..-... -. -1.03 —. xl
TABm IV.—AILERON-FREE STABILITY COFJ?FK’IENTS
CID*-------- +~ -2. M
%-----
Cl
-a% -. am
D8. . ------- --.110 -.’296
ciD+--------
-.la4 -.322
c&Da........ -.660 -L 6E7
I I I I
The aerodynamic cceflkients am, in most cases,
based on experimental res~ts; theoretictd valu~ are
used only where such results were not established.
Disc’tilon.s of the more commonly used derivatives will
be fmmd in references 7, 8, and 9. Several of the
unfamiliar coefficients are developed in the following
para@aphs.
Damping in pitching CmM.—The principal comp-
onent of drtmping in pitching, fur@hed by the horizon-
tal ta, is
-.
+;
li 8’lCL
.——
Uose “’
In addition, tfie pitching motion introduces a rchttive
camber of the wing section, giving rise to a moment .
coefficient
-.
Thus
Then, since
%—-- -—-
77 ec———
42U0
. .
Pitc@g-moment slope Cm=.—The pitching-mommf.
slope is given by
where x~.O. and Za.c. are the distances of the aero-
dynamic center of the complete airplane behind and
below the center of gravity. The location of the aero-
dynq~ic center for the airplane as a whole is estimated .
by t@ing the centroid of the aerodynamic centem of th~
various components. Thus, if terms in z.... (which is
usually small) are neglected,
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Pitching-moment coeftlcient due to vertical accelera-
tion c.~=. —The pitching-moment coeftlcient clue ta
vertical acceleration arises from the aerodpmmic
inertia of the wing and the horizontal taiI surfaces in
motion normal to their chords. The force on eaoh
surface is equal to the reaction of a body of air described
by rotating the surface about its midchord line. Thus,
the pitching moment
where Zm is the distance from the 50-percent-ohord
point of the wing to the center of gravity of the airplane
and zsol is the same distance measured from the cor-
responding point of the horizontal tail.
Pitching moment due to elevator deflection Ca~.—
Tho pitching moment due to elevator deflection is
given by the formula
where ae is the angle of zero lift of the elevator.
Theoretical and experimental values for be@, for
flaps with sealed hinges, are given in figure 15. The co-
efficients used in these calculations (C.t and 018 as weJI
as O.z) were, however, based on the experimentally de-
termined changes of lift produced by a flap with open
gaps at the hinges. The e.&ot of a smalI gap is h reduce
the e.electiveness of the flap by about 30 percent. At a
large deflection, the flap with insehhinge balance shows
a still greater loss because of the protruding balance
portion.
Pitching-moment ooe3ioient due to angular velocity
of the eIevator O.m.—The pitching-moment coeffi-
cient due to angular wdocity of the elevator is
c
dc~, ~, 1
.
‘~=nr F
where
The parameters acL@~d and aa.ld~a may be feud M
functions of the chordwise position of the hinge from
figure 15. The figure is based on the theoretical treat-
ment of Theodorsen (reference 7), -with the assumption
of long oscillations (greater than 20 chord Iengths). It
must be remembered that D6 involves the distance
traveled by the airpIene measured in terms of its half-
wing chord, and the quantities given must be multiplied
by the ratio c,/cti ta convert them to half-wing chord
lengths.
Damping moment of elevator CfiD8.-The hinge mo-
ment due to angular velocity is treated theoretically
by Theodoraen in reference 7. I!’igure 16, derived from
the theory, gives the component pmameters of the
drtmping moment as functions of the chordwise position
of the hinge. The same considerations are eflective
here as in the application of fl=we 15.
Hinge moment due to pitching CIM,—Positive pitch-
3 \ ,
---------- E#&r~ae,~o;a/
\ dcz
~“ dD6
2
\
\ de=
r-
.’-m
\
!
I
-%@-- -+
d6
0
I
Chordwise hinge posifmn
I
Fmulut 15.-Pararnetamfordetermfrdngtlmeffeolsofangokr veIocIIJand deflection
of tlaRs on the lfft.
ing motion causes an increase in the angIe of attack of
Lhe taiI surface equaI to UI Uo. The resulting hinge-
noment coef%cient is
md, since
ti _2LD~
———
Uo c
ckD8=&hm,ai,
tnasmuch as rotation of the airplane about its center of
gavity does not appreciably change the lift of the
mingr the downwaah correction maybe neglected.
—
.
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Hinge moment due to ohange in angle of attack
0= —In accordance with the indications of tests by
G~~tt and Reeder (reference 4), the Aerodynamic ffod-
ing moment C~=laiZwas assumed independent of the
degree of aerodynamic balance of the control surface
3
/
2 /
/
\
\
\
/,
\ . (-)
dc~
-- dD8 =
~
o
I
Ckrdwise hhge posi+ion
1
FIGURE16.—Parnmet8ra for dete.rminfngthe damping moments of fla~.
(fig. 6). The assumption is valid for the inset-hinge
type of balanced flap shown in this figure. The floating
moment will vary with the type of balance, however,
as discussed in the text, and additional computations
wem therefore made in which C~a~ouwas assumed equal
to zero.
The lateral-stability derivatives CYP, Cfip,
C.D,- acn i)c,–—, and C,m=— are discussed in refer-
a=2 Uo
.&
“-”2L$
ences 8 and 9. The other coefficients for the lateral
motions are derived in a manner closely rmalogous to
the derivation of the eorreaponding longitudinal
coetlicients.
The values of the mass moment and the momentaf-
inertia coeflicienti of severed representative elovator-
control systems were determined experimentally in
ord”er to find the m~gnitude and the range to be expected
in practice. The experiments were made by athtching
a spring of known stiffness to the ccmtroI column, oscil-
lating the system, and reeording the frequency and the
damping. The mtuw moment was measured directly
with a spring scale. The interpreted results are given
.in the following table:
E - ~
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